UCCA Humanitarian Update #24

as of September 23rd
Support for Ukraine’s Territorial Defense Units continues... with the purchase of vehicles

Donetsk Oblast
and the distribution of tourniquets to the TDU medics

thanks to our special donors
Transporting sorted Humanitarian Aid from the UCCA to various hospitals, IDPs and freedom fighters
Internally Displaced Persons

Working with our UCCA Kyiv Bureau, much needed food, medicines and hygiene products are distributed to those most in need.
Ukraine’s children continue to receive Humanitarian assistance from UCCA
Kyiv Military hospital receives UCCA-donated orthotics including dozens of pairs of crutches.
Ukraine’s Territorial Defense Units in Kharkiv and Chernihiv oblast receive humanitarian aid from UCCA, including - hygiene, food & sleeping bags
Over the past few months several student fundraisers have been held to support UCCA’s Humanitarian Aid Efforts... from lemonade stands, massages & painted shells on the beach to a University Student matching funds initiative raising over $32k - UCCA would like to give a special shout out to our Youth!

THANK YOU!